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               Educators Tools
 Pre and Primary Schools

( these tools are available for families to discuss with their schools at their discretion)

“Lets talk about ……ADOPTION”

Disclaimer

This tool kit is provided for information purposes only. While all efforts have been made to ensure that the material in the tool kit is correct,
National Adoption Awareness Week Volunteers , the publishers of this tool kit, do not represent or make any warranty in respect of the
accuracy, reliability, completeness or currency of any of the content contained in the tool kit and accordingly accept no liability or responsibility
whatsoever for it.  National Adoption Awareness Week Volunteers hope that this tool kit will be used to aid in increasing adoption awareness in
Australia. Please contact us to seek our consent to use any images, logos etc appearing in this tool kit – enquiries@adoptionawarenessweek.com
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Dear Educator,

Many Australians have been touched by adoption in some manner. As a person living in
Australia, you may have experienced adoption first-hand. Perhaps you personally know
someone who is adopted; has adopted; or given up a child.

Having a greater understanding of adoption and how adoption impacts Australian families is
just as vital to talk about as gender, religion or race. For too long, however, it has been hidden
from discussion.

Our first ever National Adoption Awareness Week seeks to open the dialogue on this issue and
aims to encourage people to talk freely and openly about adoption.

All Australian pre-school and school communities will benefit from a greater understanding of
the complexities surrounding family adoption.

In increasing our understanding of adoption, we consider the different ways that families are
formed in Australia and also gain an insight into how many children in the world are without
families.

As it is our very first National Adoption Awareness Week, we would like to begin by considering
adoption activities in the classrooms. We invite educators to share their adoption experiences
and explore the many adoption myths and facts with children of all year levels: in the hope of
dispelling the misunderstandings involving adoption.

If your school is interested here are a few suggested activities for your school to consider
doing during National Adoption Awareness:

 Ask  teachers to consider reading/discussing the enclosed adoption related article for
educators.

 During the week prior to National Adoption Awareness Week advertise the dates in the
school newsletter.

 Consider using the classroom activities on adoption in the lower class levels. (‘What is
Adoption?’, discussing famous adoptees and the racial diversity exercise, by Carrie
Kitze.)

NATIONAL ADOPTION AWARENESS
WEEK NOV 17–23 2008

Patrons: Hon Tanya Plibersek MP,

Hon Bronwyn Bishop MP

Dear Educator ,

Many Australians have been touched by
adoption in some manner. As a person
living in Australia, you may have
experienced adoption first-hand.
Perhaps you
personally know someone who is
adopted; has adopted; or given up a
child.

Having a greater understanding of
adoption and how adoption impacts
Australian families is just as vital to talk
about as gender, religion or race. For too
long,
however, it has been hidden from
discussion.

Our first ever National Adoption
Awareness Week seeks to open the
dialogue on this issue and aims to
encourage people to talk freely and
openly about adoption.

All Australian  pre school and school
communities will benefit from a greater
understanding of the complexities
surrounding Family adoption.

In increasing our understanding of
adoption, we consider the different ways
that families are formed in Australia and
also gain an insight into how many
children in the world are without
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 Publish the attached ‘Adoption Myths and Facts’ in the school gazette or newsletter.

 Hold a gold coin ‘mufti’ day, and use the funds to pay for one child’s sponsorship in
‘Hope for Children, Ethiopia’ or an orphanage of your choice. Consider bringing
Ethiopia or the orphanage’s region into curriculum activities. (This will greatly assist
with students’ and teachers’ understanding of how adoption is just one part of the
solution to the millions of children living without families.)

IT’S TIME … to talk about ADOPTION.

Media items on adoption and related issues will continue to be released in the lead-up to this
week.

Thank you for taking this important step towards a better understanding of adoption in the
community.

To register that you have read the pack and/or to receive further information
please email : enquiries@adoptionawarenessweek.com

Again, THANK YOU

Our website will be updated & available with more information from November 4 2008
www.adoptionawarenessweek.com.au
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What is ADOPTION ?
(CLASSROOM EXERCISE FOR PRE SCHOOL – YEAR 2)

Suggested Key Learning Areas (KLAS)- PDHD, HSAIE

Suitable for use within the context of the units-

Who am I?                 What is a Family?              Who is in my community?

Also suitable as one off activity/lesson by parent helper

Subject -       What is adoption? What is Foster care?

Objectives- To objectively explain and demonstrate the concepts of Adoption and
                          Foster care.

          To provide opportunities to discuss these issues within the classroom
                          environment.

Outcomes- Children will be able to:-

Explain what adoption/ foster care is
Explain what is important and essential for a baby's well being
Identify basic human needs
Identify the core issues of the need for love and affection for all humans.

Projected Audience- K-2 students

Resources- baby doll, nappy blanket, bottle, baby blanket. Doll is to be wrapped in a baby
blanket.

Literature favourites to accompany this exercise include: -

“Todd Parr’s – We belong together “
“Families are Different by Nina Pellgrini” (multicultural
perspective)
“James was Waiting – Judith Clark’

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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Teacher/Parent helper   Student
Introduction-

Using the baby doll, ask the children   Respond: a baby doll
what you have in your arms

Holding the doll as you would a baby   Children pass the baby doll
ask the children to pass the doll around
Introduce the doll by giving them a name
and say, "This is a new precious baby."

Body of lesson-

Ask the children  - “Does anyone know what    Responds: love, water, food
a new baby needs so she will be happy and   shelter, affection
healthy?

(Document responses on paper or on the
board)

Request further suggestions regarding the   Responds: a person to take them
growing child.       to school, show them affection-

cuddles, feeds them, attend to them
when they are unhappy or afraid,
read to them, help them with their
sport or interest.

Ask the students what two people did the   Responds: Mum and Dad
baby need to be born - to be given life.

(Document responses)

Tell children- "The parents who gave   Children listen to teacher/parent helper
her/him life can do this

In fact, giving a baby life is amazing.

However, for different reasons such as
grown up problems these parents can't
do all the other things on the list.

Indicate it may be for a while or
permanently – (depends on whether
focus is adoption or foster care ) .

Show the children the baby doll again and  Respond some other parents, or
say-"So for this baby (NAME) to be safe,              set of parents need to do the things
happy, sheltered and fed  - what do we  listed
need to do ?

Say- "This baby needs to find forever  Students listen to explanation
(adoptive) or foster parents.  When the
baby moves from these parents who
gave her life to a new family/temporary
care…we call that adoption/ fostering.
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So fostering /adoption is another way to
Make a family.

Every baby and child deserves Students respond, yes.
to have a family. We love being part of
a family – don’t we ?

What is important is what makes
a family.

What is the special glue that sticks Students may respond love, caring,
respect
a family together? It is LOVE and
caring for each other.

Ask again, "What is the glue that Respond, LOVE and caring for
sticks a family together? each other

Conclusion-

Tell the children they can continue to
show love to and cuddle the baby
whilst a story is read.

I am going to read a book called –……………………………..

Follow Up/ Further Activities

Children can all draw /design a piece of artwork, which depicts their meaning of "family" to
them and they can placed in the class room for the week. Encourage the children to draw
the love / glue that makes their family special.

(NOTE :Classroom exercises  on adoption , like this one above , have been done for many, many years in all
Western Countries. Many variations on this particular exercise exist. We thank all the mothers who have
contributed to, altered  and verbally passed on exercises like this from adoptive mother to adoptive mother. )
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ADOPTION IN THE SCHOOLS: A LOT TO LEARN

Promoting Equality and Fairness for all Children and Their Families

(Edited & re produced for NATIONAL ADOPTION AWARENESS WEEK – AUSTRALIA)

Policy Perspective
Prepared by: The Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute

The Center for Adoption Support and Education

“I know that all families are good – my teacher taught me that.”

As adoption becomes increasingly normalised, more and more adoptive families are
confronting a range of challenges when their children attend school. Interactions with
administrators, teachers, peers and other parents can become complex and impact the
adoptee negatively on many levels. The issues involved range from the language used by
both the children and adults; when and what to tell school personnel about the children and
their pasts; and, as the children grow older, how to deal with questions related to ethnicity,
birthparents, nationality, genealogical background, and traditional lesson plans such as
drawing “family trees.”

Teachers have a major influence on children’s understanding of the world around them –
and of themselves. That is a major reason why the routine professional training of
educators in recent years has come to include issues relating to race and ethnicity,
disability, gender, blended families, and a range of other subjects aimed at understanding
diversity and promoting fair and equal treatment for all the children they teach. The intent of
the preparation about these subjects is not just to increase the teachers’ sensitivity, but
also to equip them with knowledge – knowledge that will shape their own behavior and
attitudes, as well as the behavior and attitudes of their students.

What goes on at school has pivotal importance for children for a variety of reasons. School
takes up a huge portion of their lives, and their experiences there help to shape their self-
images, their peer relationships, and others’ views of their competence. It is also where
they learn many of their values, accumulate most of their knowledge, and develop the skills
to equip them to succeed as adults.

This policy brief – jointly researched and written by the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption
Institute and the Center for Adoption Support and Education – outlines the reasons
educators need to learn more about adoption issues (including aspects of foster care),
explains the negative consequences of a lack of knowledge, and proposes steps that
teachers, schools, curriculum developers and institutions of higher education can take to
change the status quo and, as a result, make vital progress toward placing all children and
families on a level playing field in the classroom and beyond.
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Background and reasons for educating educators

Learning is the “work” of childhood. For very young children, learning comes primarily
through play and, as they enter school, classroom learning takes up the better part of their
days. It is the primary arena in which children’s performance is judged in relation to peers,
and they experience pressure to perform. Likewise, there is pressure on parents to
facilitate children’s adjustment at school. When children have difficulty fitting in at school or
measuring up to expectations, many areas are affected. Even when children  perform well,
their school experiences play a major role in shaping key aspects of adjustment, including:

• The children’s self concept,
• Their peer group experience,
• Their ability to have educational needs met in order to learn successfully, and
• The parent-child relationship, including parents’ views of their children, the stress

they experience in parenting, and their feelings of competence as parents.

In addition to these general influences experienced by all children, adopted children’s
interactions at school – with both teachers and their classmates – provide important
messages regarding adoption that help to shape their identity as adopted persons.

While this paper focuses primarily on adoption, the same (or sometimes comparable)
issues apply to children in foster care who are not living with their birthparents. Most
adopted and foster children confront situations at school that highlight their perceived
“different” status from classmates who are being raised by their biological parents. For
example, consider the following statements from children:

“…I hate it when we talk about traits we have inherited from our
parents—teachers never do anything when kids start figuring out that I am
Exhibit A in a family that doesn’t all have the same DNA.”

“There’s one kid who bugs me all the time about being adopted.”

“I want my teacher to help me when I get asked so many questions.”

“If my teacher never talks about adoption, I think she doesn’t like it.”

Teachers need to be prepared with both sensitivity and knowledge about adoption in order
to assist all children and their families in successfully dealing with issues on an ongoing
basis. These questions and challenges may arise in class discussions, during interactions
among students, and in completing assignments. Their explicit and implicit messages
about adoption and/or foster care, or their lack thereof, have an impact on adopted and
foster children – and help to shape other children’s attitudes and beliefs.

Educators clearly want to do well for all the children whose lives they shape – it is the
principal reason they choose teaching as their professional careers. But they receive no
systematic training in two important aspects of many students’ lives: adoption and foster
care. As a result, they may inadvertently use language, teach lesson plans, and/or display
attitudes that can hurt children’s feelings, perpetuate inaccurate stereotypes, and transmit
the message that some families (i.e. those formed through biology) are more normal and
acceptable than others.

Recommendations

The best way to provide all children with the education and support they deserve is to make
systemic changes that will have broad, permanent effects. Research and experience
indicate these changes would benefit adopted and foster children:

• Education about adoption and foster care should be included in courses (such as
on diversity) that are required for students in teacher education programs – as well
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as in professional development trainings for current teachers, psychologists,
counselors, social workers and other relevant school personnel.

• Studies should be conducted focusing on the outcomes of adoption-related
educational programs for teachers (as well as other relevant school personnel),
and the findings should be utilised to improve trainings, lesson plans, etc.

• Trainings should be developed for adoptive and foster parents on ways to
advocate for their children in the schools; expert educational advocates should also
be available to parents – as should access to support networks and resources
such as occupational therapists, psychologists and other local, out-of-school
professionals knowledgeable about adoption issues.

• Child welfare and educational organizations should collaborate to remove systemic
barriers that impede the education of foster children, for example, to create policies
that promote educational continuity for foster children so they do not have to
change schools in the middle of a school year.

Educating educators about the realities of adoption and adoptive families is important as a
diversity issue, because children should not be less understood or more stigmatised simply
because of the type of family they happen to be in. It is a fairness issue, because adopted
and foster children are sometimes derided in ways we would never accept if the taunting or
stereotyping referred to other aspects of their being – such as race, gender, ethnicity,
religion or disability. And it is an inclusion issue, because the knowledge gained in learning
about adoptive and foster families also applies to families headed by single parents,
divorced parents, step parents, gay or lesbian parents, parents of different races or
ethnicities, and on and on. In other words, doing the right thing for one group of children
means doing the right thing for a majority of children.

Race/ethnicity

Many children adopted internationally also face challenges surrounding the fact that they
are of a different race/ethnicity than their parents. Transracial adoption creates an extra
layer of complexities, which often is accentuated when the child enters school.

Special considerations in meeting the educational needs of adopted children

An understanding of the unique situations of all adopted and foster children is critical for
meeting their educational needs and facilitating sensitive interventions by teachers and
other school professionals. Adopted children may be in open adoption arrangements,
having contact with both birth relatives and adoptive relatives. They may come from
backgrounds in which they experienced extreme deprivation or abuse, memories of which
may be triggered by various school experiences. Teachers, counselors, psychologists,
social workers and administrators need specialized knowledge to understand the
complexity of issues affecting these children.

For some adopted children, there may be a combination of factors – such as early
deprivation, abuse, interrupted attachments or prenatal substance exposure – that
influence their development. It may take professionals experienced with this population to
adequately assess the capacities and challenges of a particular child. For example, a child
may have experienced severe malnutrition in infancy, lead poisoning, neurological damage
contributing to impulse-control problems, or have memory and comprehension difficulties
stemming from prenatal substance exposure. Educational professionals need to integrate
all of these factors into their understanding of that child and create individualized
educational plans to assist him or her.

The following realities can complicate serving adopted children at school:

• Because they are rarely provided training relating to adoption, teachers and other
professionals often respond to children from the paradigm of a “traditional” family.
Furthermore, they may perceive an adopted child in an affluent family to be from a
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privileged home with well-educated, committed parents; so they may overlook the
factors, such as those cited above, that contribute to a child’s specific needs.

• Early identification of foundational "holes" in development as a result of early
deprivation/neglect, institutional care or other influences is essential to providing
interventions to maximize development and learning at the earliest possible point.
Often, developmental delays or disabilities are not accurately diagnosed until the
end of third grade or later; unfortunately, the period when remediation can be most
helpful has often passed for these children. Expert assessments need to occur at
very young ages and early intervention has to be provided.

• Children adopted internationally after infancy often did not develop their first
languages adequately. Their early adjustment difficulties often may be attributed to
their need to acquire English proficiency, so that parents frequently are not aware
of their developmental delays. Even though they may have learned conversational
English by school age, in the classroom these children sometimes do not have the
solid foundation in English to be proficient in academic language (Meese, 2005)
and therefore need interventions to perform as well as their classmates.

• Children experiencing significant trauma and deprivation in their early years may
have neurological and/or hormonal differences that cause them to be in a state of
elevated stress. In situations where they feel challenged, inadequate or afraid,
strong defensive reactions can be triggered easily. They frequently lack the
capacity to control their emotions and behaviors in the same ways as most
children. They need therapeutic parenting and discipline to help them learn to self-
regulate their emotions and behaviors and to focus on academics.

The mission of educational professionals is to help all children learn and develop, but they
typically have the same knowledge base and biases about adoption and foster care as
does the general public, which still harbors negative stereotypes and misconceptions about
the adoption itself and about the people (children and adults) that it encompasses. A
benchmark survey by the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute (1997) found that the
community learn about adoption predominantly from media sources: the news (30 percent),
books and magazines (16 percent) and movies or entertainment programs (6 percent),
followed by family and friends (45 percent) – even though journalists also are not educated
about adoption and foster care issues. As a result, even the most well-intentioned
educators frequently are not enabled to effectively respond to adopted children with
sensitivity and insight.

What response is needed from schools?

In the past, the secrecy and stigma surrounding adoption closed the doors to open and
positive communication about the topic in almost every social venue. Today, with the
increasing acceptance of adoption as a valued, normal way to form families, everyone
needs to have a broader understanding of the people and processes involved. Within the
adoption community, children and adults who were adopted, birthparents, adoptive parents
and professionals are making it a priority to provide education about their realities.

Most educators are not taught about adoption issues or their impact on children; that, along
with the institution’s secretive history, can leave them uncertain about what to say at times.
The result, when adoption comes up in school, is often silence or inadvertently
inappropriate comments. In either case, the opportunity for support and education is lost,
while a sense of disapproval or shame may be transmitted to the child.

The school environment is a major contributor to how all children and adolescents feel
about their families, their circumstances and themselves. Often, it is not until they enter
school that awareness of their differences begins to take shape – whether they are coming
to terms with the differences of being part of an adoptive family, a step family or any other
“nontraditional” family. There is nothing negative about this recognition; different means
neither better nor worse, it simply connotes the varying realities of the many types of
families that make up the American landscape today. In the case of adoptees, the
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awareness of their differences too often is colored by negative comments or attitudes from
classmates – and sometimes adults -- regarding their adoptive “status.” These children’s
self-esteem is strongly impacted by whether the people around them accept adoption as
normal and positive.

It is therefore critical for educators to become more knowledgeable about adoption (as they
have done already about other sorts of families) so that they can support all their students
in an assertive way and can create a positive school environment for and about adoptive
families. Informed adults are needed to provide all children with a positive, factual
foundation of knowledge about adoption. Teachers can have the greatest influence in
making this happen because:

• They are in a consistently influential role,
• Children trust them to have factual, accurate information, and
• Children value and integrate their advice and opinions.

There are many ways to create a positive adoption environment in schools. A program that
has been developed to educate school professionals by (C.A.S.E.), an adoption family
support centre, advances five principles for facilitating an adoption-friendly school
environment: acceptance, accuracy, assignments, assistance and advocacy.

Acceptance: It is vital to normalise adoption/adoptive families by demonstrating both
personal and social acceptance of adoption as one way to build a family, which reflects the
main concern of adopted children: “I want it to be okay at school that I am adopted.”

Teachers and other school personnel can set the tone for acceptance by the calm,
thoughtful comments they make and the responses they give to questions raised regarding
adoption, adopted children and adoptive families. Such comments should always send the
clear message that adoption is a normal way to form families and, therefore, children
should feel comfortable with it.

In addition, teachers can use their communication to direct children’s natural curiosity about
aspects of adoption away from the personal stories of adoptees in the school. A teacher’s
confidence in giving information about adoption in a general way helps children understand
adoptive families, and models the idea that adoption is most appropriately discussed
without attention to personal, individual circumstances.

For example, consider the following exchange between Mrs. Campbell, the teacher, and a
year three student:

Child: “Ms. Campbell, did you know that Melissa is adopted from
Korea?”

Teacher: “Yes, I did. Isn’t that great? In addition to Korea, many
adoptive families have children that come from many
different countries like China, Russia, Guatemala and
others.”

Child: “How come Melissa is adopted?  Where’s her real mother?”
Teacher: “Melissa lives with her real mother! She was here yesterday

to pick her up after school. Sometimes children need
families because the mothers (and fathers) who gave birth to
them could not take care of them. That’s a sad time for the
biological mothers, but luckily there are people who can help
them find forever families for their babies. This is called
adoption.”

Teachers need to convey acceptance of adoption in their general instruction, not just when
responding to specific comments that may arise. While there may be only one or two
adopted children in the class – or maybe even none -- the siblings or parents or best
friends of some of the students may have been adopted. Acceptance of adoption needs to
be conveyed regardless of class composition, just as racial acceptance would be conveyed
no matter what races were present in the particular classroom.
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Accuracy: As with any subject, it is essential to educate students about adoption/adoptive
families by providing accurate information at the appropriate time and in an interesting and
understandable way. Teachers are encouraged to look for opportunities to incorporate the
subject of adoption into their daily lessons. In some ways, adoption is a prism through
which to understand all sorts of families.

Since teachers typically do not have any more information about adoption than the general
public, factual information needs to be provided in professional education programs, such
as being incorporated into courses on diversity in the classroom.

In looking at curriculum, adoption can be discussed in a matter-of-fact way during lessons
about:

• Multicultural, blended, or “different” families,
• Genetics or inherited characteristics,
• Recent immigration,
• History lessons of various sorts, and
• Literature that includes adoption or foster care (such as Anne of Green Gables).

For example, after reading a book at school that contains information about adoption, the
teacher continues the lesson by saying, “This story is just one example of how prevalent
adoption has been for a very long time. Did you all know that adoption has been a way of
building families since ancient days? How many of you knew Moses was adopted?”

Educators also can create special opportunities, such as celebrating “National Adoption
Awareness Week” (November), by highlighting successful adoptees, offering short
presentations/lessons about adoption and/or, with permission, highlighting an adoptive
family in the school. Or perhaps an adoptive parent, birthparent or adult adoptee might be
invited to speak to the class and answer questions.

It is important to always remember that educators do not need to be experts on adoption,
any more than they have to be experts on the other family issues they deal with among
their students. If a teacher feels unable to answer a question in an informed way, it’s fine to
offer to research the answer and get back to the student or even to do the research with
the student. Students should be told there are many books and resources available on all
sorts of families, including adoptive ones.

Assignments: It is very important for teachers to be sensitive to school lessons that might
be problematical in some way – practically or emotionally – for adopted or foster children –
while other lessons may even be inappropriate and need to be altered, given the realities of
these children’s lives.

Some assignments are particularly hurtful for children who have experienced abuse or
neglect, lived in multiple foster placements and/or were adopted at an older age. And most
adoptees, regardless of how they were adopted, speak of assignments that are challenging
to them, or even upset them, because they may exaggerate the differences in their
backgrounds from their peers, reveal private information, and/or highlight information they
simply do not have. These include:

• Family trees
• Autobiographies
• Lessons on genetics/inherited traits
• Mother’s Day or Father’s Day
• Timelines of their lives
• Baby pictures
• Birth data and medical history
• Sex education
• Family heritage and history

Assignments need to be broadened and offered in a variety of ways, so that it’s possible for
all children to complete them. For example, consider the following response of a child given
an assignment to bring a baby picture to class.
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“I don’t know what to do” said year one student Teresa to her mother.
“Mrs. Bell wants us to bring in our baby pictures tomorrow for a class
project. How do I tell them I don’t have a baby picture? All the other kids
probably do.” Teresa began to cry.

Adopted children may lack photos of their early lives, particularly if they were adopted from
orphanages in other countries. Many adoptees have very little information about their
beginnings. So, in the example described above, teachers can alter the assignment to ask
students for any picture they wish to share about themselves.

Another popular class assignment, the family tree, can be vexing for adopted and foster
children, creating discomfort about leaving out significant birth relatives or confusion about
how to respond. When turned into a family orchard (or another configuration such as family
circles), the result better reflects and serves the realities of children in adoptive or foster
families, step families, divorced families, families headed by one parent, and other family
forms that comprise the majority of today’s families.

Assistance: Teachers need to identify appropriate boundaries and language about
adoption/adoptive families. They also should be prepared to intervene and lend support to
an adopted child when other students ask questions or make comments that might be
intrusive and/or hurtful, even if unintentionally.

For example, Sam, age 11, reported: “I am so tired of kids asking me, “What happened to
your real Mum?” His teacher might intervene in the following manner.

Classmate to adoptee:   “What happened to your real Mum? Didn’t she
want you?”

Teacher: “Sam lives with his real mother, Tom – she
adopted him when he was very little. You mean
his biological mother. She probably couldn’t care
for Sam for some reason and wanted to be sure
he’d be in a forever, loving family. But that’s all
personal information, so Sam may want to keep it
private. Why don’t we hold an open circle with the
class to discuss privacy, okay?”

Stigma is even more of a problem for foster children, who may be teased and bullied.
Often, they may try to keep their status a secret from classmates and may become
withdrawn or isolated to shield themselves from unwanted attention (Vera Institute, 2003).
It is especially important for teachers to facilitate inclusion for these children and to assist
them in becoming integrated in their peer group at school.

Advocacy: The goal here is to ensure that the school will take action to support students in
adoptive families if comments and questions about adoption become invasive or negative.
Just as schools have clear policies/rules on bullying, sexual harassment and racial
discrimination, negative/hurtful behavior such as taunting/teasing with regard to a student’s
type of family must be explicitly prohibited as well.

An attack on children’s families – whether intended or the result of inadvertently negative
language – strikes at the core of their being. It is harmful, undermining and overwhelming.
Adopted children, like their peers in other types of families, need to be able to rely on
educators to enforce policies that protect them from this kind of adversity. All children grow
stronger and more confident when they know their schools will support them. Some
outrageous comments that adoptees have shared include:

• You were ugly and still are, and that is why your mother did not keep you.
• All people from South America do drugs. I bet your real father was a druggie.
• You can’t be like us, your parents are white.
• Look at that kid acting up, I bet he’s adopted (he wasn’t).
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Educators must be prepared to step in, hold explanatory “open circles,” and/or enforce the
same kind of disciplinary actions that would apply to comparably unacceptable behavior if it
related to a child’s gender, race, religion, ethnicity or disability. It cannot be overstated that
schools need a clear policy stating that harassment or insensitivity about foster care,
adoption or other family forms will not be tolerated.

Children who have experienced compromised beginnings – such as institutional care,
prenatal drug exposure and/or abusive or neglectful home environments – may face
developmental, neurological and psychological issues that require responsive, timely and
specialised interventions. Too often, they are misdiagnosed or under-diagnosed due to a
lack of understanding about the effects of such issues. Educators and other school
professionals may need to advocate for services on behalf of children and their families
within the educational arena. Historically, the general response parents often receive from
educators is: “Let’s wait a while and see what happens. Maybe they will grow out of all of
this; time will tell.” However well-intentioned that advice may be, it does not provide the
best scenario for the well-being of children and their opportunities for academic success;
only early remediation can accomplish that goal.

In growing numbers, adoptive parents with children who have special needs are seeking
collaborative relationships with schools to assess and develop appropriate educational
plans. Needless to say, many students have experiences before and after adoption that
result in complex and multiple influences shaping their educational abilities.  Educational
planning must include the integration of accurate information about those experiences and
interpretation by adoption-knowledgeable educators. Sometimes, it is beneficial to include
specialists in the assessment process who are familiar with adoption. The key is a team
approach to ensure that the students’ educational needs are being met to optimise their
chances for success. Some of the needed services are costly for school systems so in
addition to advocacy, knowledge of legal entitlements and rights may be required to secure
the services needed by a particular child.

Educators who have been exposed to “adoption-competent learning” have become
powerful, effective advocates for students who once had no voice and no one to speak for
them. The following acknowledgement by Jasmine, who was 9 at the time of a counseling
session, exemplifies this advocacy:

“I switched from so many schools while I was in foster care. No one knew
me and no one seemed to care. I hated school ‘cause I was always failing.
I couldn’t read like everyone else. I felt so stupid. Why try when you know
you will be moving on? Things are different for me now. I got adopted and
my parents are working with my school. I have to do some tests, but my
teacher says it will help them help me. Finally, someone is helping!!!
Maybe one day I will like school and school will like me.”

Conclusion

The approaches described above are primarily efforts to work on a case-by-case basis with
individual schools or families to facilitate positive situations and outcomes for children.
More systemic solutions, such as those recommended early in this brief, are needed in
order to ensure positive school experiences for all adopted children. In particular,
educational professionals need to learn in their professional training – starting in the
curricula in their colleges – about the reality of adoption and foster care today and the
specific needs of the children involved.

What we are suggesting is comparable to, and no more difficult than, the steps educators
already take in other areas, for other children. The ultimate goal is simple: to level the
playing field so that all boys and girls receive equal treatment in the classroom and the best
possible prospects of succeeding in school.
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References

(Additional references have been temporarily removed for distribution into Australian
schools as part of National Adoption Awareness Week) If you require further references
feel free to request them from info@adoptioninstitute.org.

Policy Perspectives are research-based Adoption Institute publications that focus on
important and timely issues in the field. This report was researched and written by Susan
Livingston Smith, Program and Project Director of the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption
Institute, and Debbie Riley, Executive Director of The Center for Adoption Support and
Education. Special thanks to Dr. David Brodzinsky, the Institute’s Research and Project
Director, and Dr. Ruth McRoy, one of the Institute’s Senior Research Fellows, for their
valuable contributions. This Policy Perspective was edited by Executive Director Adam
Pertman. Send questions and comments to info@adoptioninstitute.org.

All contents (c) 2006 by the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute.

                                            

World Families Australia - SA

“Adoption Language and Education - in a primary school setting”

Download – Adoption Language Education Information Sheet at-

http://www.worldfamilies.org.au/Downloads.htm
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MYTHS ABOUT ADOPTION –

Following are some of the most popular myths provided by Adoptive Families.

MYTH - Adopted children are lucky!

FACTS - There is no reason why adoptive children should feel lucky even when their prior
circumstances were dire. Remember adoption occurs after great loss. You would never consider a
child lucky to have gone through that experience.

The burden of gratitude, if for example, a child feels people think their adoptive parents saved them,
is too great for a child bare.

MYTH - Adoptive parents are Saints

FACTS - Adoptive parents are regular people who chose to adopt. It is not an act of charity.

MYTH - Adoption is the second best option/choice

FACTS - This is a kin to racism or sexism for an adoptive child to hear. The child you parent is your
child and is loved and chosen. Many people actually choose adoption instead of having a biological
child. In fact, many parents have biological & adopted children. They are all their children.

MYTH  - They are Aussies now  (Regarding transracially adopted
children living in Australia)

FACTS - Knowing their heritage and culture is one of the best gifts you can give your child. We now
understand that loss of an adopted child’s culture and racial identity is something we should be
preventing.

MYTH - Adoption is buying a baby

FACTS -The children don’t cost money; it is the adoption process that costs money.

MYTH - Adoption is about providing rich, infertile couples with children.

FACTS  - Adoption provide families for parentless children, not children for childless parents
regardless of their socio-economic position.
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MYTH - Celebrities/ famous people can fast track the process of
adoption.

FACTS- Adoption isn’t about fame or fortune. It’s about providing families for children. The Hague
Convention ensures we all follow the same guidelines in the best interests of the children.

MYTH - You have to be rich to adopt.

FACTS – Your resources as a parent is far more important that your finances but you must be able to
provide for a child and family. Not all adoptions are expensive.

MYTH – Love is enough in parenting an adopted child.

FACTS – Love, empathy, as well as an understanding of the losses these children have experienced

and ongoing education is a better starting point for adoptive parenting.

MYTH - Birth/Natural mothers get on with their lives after giving a child
up.

FACTS -The grief of giving up a child never leaves a person.

* if you require these in digital format for a newsletter email enquiries@adoptionawarenessweek.com

                                                  * * * * *

Famous Adoptees
to possibly discuss/mention in the classrooms

during the week.

Australia children might relate to:

Moses, Superman, Kung Fu Panda,

John Lennon, Marilyn Monroe,  Nicole Richie,

Layne Beachley, Andrew Symonds, Peter Bell,

Jack Thompson, Eric Clapton, Toby Dawson,

Roshani Priddis (Australian Idol contestant).

        For more :        http://:celebrities.adoption.com
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Racial Diversity Exercise for the classrooms:

To explore and examine ‘outside differences and inside
sameness’ Read the  following book and download the class
exercise.

SCHOOL MUFTI DAY – NATIONAL ADOPTION
AWARENESS WEEK

Today there are millions of children all over the world needing shelter,
health services, education and a primary carer/family to allow them to reach
their potential as young adults. Orphan Projects exist around the world to
assist orphans with these needs in their own country.

In looking at why people are sometimes unable to parent their children,
students can understand the sheer numbers of children around the world
who need help. This shows why international adoption is only one very
small part of the solution to this worldwide crisis.

National Adoption Awareness Week is initially focusing on one
particular project in Ethiopia which we all can assist in called ‘Hope
for children’      (www.hopeforchildren.com.au),

One mufti day with gold coin donations in a school during NAAW
each year can support one child: just $400 a year will help feed,
house, clothe and educate an ophaned child.

 This activity is great to talk
about differences in a
classroom. Designed to be
used with the book I Don't
Have Your Eyes for children
from preschool to 2nd
grade.
http://www.emkpress.com/   
eyes.html  
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Sponsorship/donation form available from
mail@hopeforchildren.org.au

More extensive Global Ranger program also available through Hope for
Children Ethiopia & National Adoption Awareness Week.

equiries@adoptionawarenessweek.com

Tools for Adoptive kids from “WISE UP” Powerbook

All children have to deal with mean, insensitive and uncomfortable remarks at
times.

Adopted children are often singled out and wont always let their parents know.

Marilyn Schoettle MA. wrote the “WISE UP” Power book.(available at-
www.amazon.com )

It overviews a great method to teach children how to stand up and respond to
difficult
questions.

The WISE UP Powerbook recommends teaching children 4 ways to respond.:

                      W = WALK AWAY
                         I = ITS PRIVATE
                        S = SHARE your feelings
                        E = EDUCATE your audience
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Cultural classroom activity.

By Lisa Dibb

“Each year I put on an “Ethiopian Experience” for my child’s class.  The
response has always been wonderful, the class embraces the whole
experience and it gives me a chance to present my child’s differences and
adoption in a positive way.”

Contents include, history ,language, customs, food, dancing, flag and map
exercises for primary school age children.

Many adoptive parents will be happy to bring their children’s birth culture
into the classroom if welcomed by the school.

Adoptive families may wish to bring the
adopted child’s culture into the
classroom.

This being of benefit to all chi ldren in
the classroom.

“Ethiopian Experience” for your child’s
class  - sample available if required at-
enquiries@adoptionawarenessweek.com
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Books for the preschool / primary school / local library
by Adoptive Families for National Adoption Awareness Week.

* We Belong Together A book about adoption & families   – Todd Parr
 (children can read themselves at younger class levels)
* A mother for Choco   – Keiko Kasza
* Whoever you are   – Mem Fox
*I don’t have your eyes   – Carrie Kitze
* We see the moon   – Carrie Kitze
*Its Okay to be different   – Todd Parr
*I love you like crazy cakes   - Rose Lewis & Jane Dyer (Every year on your birthday-follow up book )
*We adopted you Benjamin Koo  – Linda Shute
*Families are different  - Nina Pellgrini
*Tell me again about the night I was born   -Jamie Lee Curtis
* Horace – Holly Keller
*Through Moon and stars and night skies   – Alan Turner
*Borya and the Burps   – Joan McNamara
*The Colors of Us   – Karen Katz
The day we met you   – Phoebe Koeher
 Happy Adoption day   – John McCutcheon
 Forever fingerprints   – Sherrie Eldridge
We’re different , We’re the same   –Bobbi Kates
Flora’s family   – Annette Aubrey
The family Book   – Todd Parr
We wanted you   – Liz Rosenbery
Lucy’s family Tree   – Karen Halovrsen Shreck
If the world was a village  - David J Smith
How I was adopted   – Joanna Cole
The mulberry Bird   – Anne Brodzinsky
When you were born in Korea/ China   – Yeong & Yeong
Little Miss Spider   – David Kirk
The Whole me   – Ellen K Brown
All about me   – Lynn Burwash & McMullan
Adoption stories for Young Children   – Randall B Hicks
Seeds of love: for brothers & sisters of International Adoption   – Mary E Petertryl
Twice upon a time: Born & Adopted   – Eleanora Patterson
Beginning: How families came to be  -Virginia Kroll
William is my brother  -Jane Schhnitter
The starlight baby  - Gillian Shields & Elizabeth Harbour
Our twitchy   - Kes Gray & Mary McQuillan
A blessing from above   - Patti Henderson
All about adoption   - Nemiroff & Announziata & Koeller
Motherbridge of love   - Holly Keller
In my heart   - Molly Bang
Megans birthday tree  - Laurie Lears

(* most listed by Australian families)

Thank you for participating in National Adoption Awareness Week!

             


